
                          
                    Appendix 19a
   
 
Major changes to the Material Regulations edition 2006. 
 
1.3.2 Marking      

 The certification mark placement on stick is to be in line with the following:  
- between the grip binding and shaft / blade attachment point. 

 
 Certification marking for sticks. 
 - layout of the self printed grey scale version. 
 
 Clarification of the number code on self printed mark. 
 XXXXXX  = The certification- or family certification- number of the stick. 

YY = The manufacturing year. 
 

1.3.2.1 Marking of stick 
 The text is to be including information about the grey scale version. 
 
1.3.2.3 New IFF logo 
 Additional new paragraph. 

 - During the period until next edition of Material Regulation (2008) the old IFF logo 
will be gradual replaces by the new IFF logo. To keep you updated in this topic please, 
check “Manufactures Information Web Site” frequently. 

 
1.6 Period of Validity for Certificate 

 The text is to be including information about family-certificates. 
 

1.8 Family-certificate 
 Additional new paragraph. 

 - Family-certificate is a new kind of certificate, especially developed for companies 
 with special requirements. A family-certificates is always based on two or more product 
certificates. The period of validity for family-certificates is two years. 
 E.g. family-certificates can be used when same model name is used on sticks with 
different shaft-constructions. 

 For more information please, contact SP  (see also appendix 8, page 3). 
 

2.3.1 General Design of Goal 
 Changes of text and requirements. 

 - The goals are to be red and constructed with metal tubing. If the goals are not  
designed as single unit, the metal tubes is to have a fixed mounting to each other by 
means of pre-fabricated holes, using self-locking screws or nuts (unfixed, snap lock, etc. 
are prohibited). The fixed mounting is to have no sharp outstanding points. The drop net 
is to cover the entire width of the goal, be placed 200 ± 25 mm behind the upper bar and 
permanently fixed at the top. 

 
Appendix 5  Order form for certification marks 
  - The price for certification marks for sticks is updated. 
 
Appendix 8  Design of certificates 
 Additional new page. 
 - The appendix is to be including the layout of the family-certificat. 


